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The Lam-Tung relation, a pertubative QCD, “Callan-Gross-like” correlation of the azimuthal and
polar angles of leptonic products relative to the initial hadronic plane in multiple frames, defines
a standard component of any analysis using Drell-Yan as a nucleon probe. In at least three exper-
iments involving Drell-Yan between various species of pions and nuclei at CERN and Fermilab,
the existence of what appears to be (at leading-order) a double-spin flip in a single photon pro-
cess manifests itself as a cosine modulation in dilepton azimuthal distributions. This modulation
suggests significant non-perturbative effects, including the Boer-Mulders distribution, a nonzero
correlation between the motion and spin of transversely polarized (anti)quarks within their en-
compassing unpolarized nucleon. Fermilab Experiment 866/NuSea saw a Lam-Tung violation in
proton-induced Drell-Yan characterized by a smaller cosine dilepton azimuthal modulation rela-
tive to previous experiments conducted with pions and heavier nuclear targets with lower energy
beams from the SPS at CERN. SeaQuest is investigating the difference with greater precision and
at a higher target x range than any previous Drell-Yan experiment. Current progress in analysis
of the angular distributions of dimuons at SeaQuest is shown.
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1. Introduction

At least three experiments have used unpo-
larized Drell-Yan interactions to observe a con-
volution of correlations between transversely
polarized quark motion and the longitudinal
motion of their respective unpolarized nucle-
ons (analogous to “spin-orbit coupling” in the
hydrogen atom), known as the Boer-Mulders
Transverse Momentum Dependent distribution
(TMD)[1]:
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The first, a 1988 CERN experiment at North
Area 10 (NA10) observed the angular distribu-
tions of products from the interaction of pion
beams at 140, 194, and 286 GeV wth deuterium
and tungsten targets[2]. From a study of the
kinematics of an s-channel QED process medi-
ated by a vector boson it can be shown:
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where θ and φ are the zenith and azimuthal
angles of the produced leptons in the Collins-
Soper frame and λ , µ , and ν are linear
combinations of the transverse, longitudinal,
single-spin flip, and double-spin flip structure
functions of the mediating polarized virtual
photon[3, 4]. With consideration of the spin-
1
2 nature of the partons, a "Callan-Gross-like”
relationship between the virtual photon polar-
ization and the structure function describing
double-spin flips and known as the Lam-Tung
relation appears: 1−λ = 2ν[5]. Surprisingly, a
significant nonzero cos(2φ) modulation (here-
after referred to as the ν-modulation or ν-
parameter) in the data forces a violation of the
relation.

Completed in 1989, Fermi National Ac-
celerator Laboratory (Fermilab) Experiment
615 (E615), again observed a nonzero ν-
parameter in unpolarized Drell-Yan from pion
interactions with a stationary tungsten target,
with a beam energy of 252 GeV[6]. The most
recent experiment, Fermilab Experiment 866
(E866/NuSea) of 1995, observed unpolarized
Drell-Yan from nucleon-nucleon interactions,
with proton beams at 800 GeV on station-
ary liquid hydrogen and deuterium targets. It
is speculated that the valence anti-quark pro-
vided by the pions in NA10 and E615 resulted
in an enhanced ν-parameter relative to E866/
NuSea but it is unclear whether additional non-
perturbative QCD effects also contribute to the
greater magnitude of the parameter[7, 8]. A
summary of the results of these experiments is
shown in Figure 1.

pT � 2:5 GeV=c (see Fig. 1). The observed behavior of �
could not be described by perturbative QCD calculations
which predict much smaller values of � [6]. The Fermilab
E615 Collaboration subsequently performed a measure-
ment of �� �W Drell-Yan production at 252 GeV=c
with broad coverage in the decay angle � [11]. The E615
results showed that � deviates from 1 at large values of x�
(the Bjorken x of the incident pions), and both � and �
have large nonzero values. Furthermore, the E615 data
showed that the Lam-Tung relation, 2� � 1� �, is clearly
violated (see Fig. 1).

The NA10 and E615 results on the Drell-Yan angular
distributions strongly suggest that new effects beyond con-
ventional perturbative QCD are present. Several attempts
have been made to interpret these data. Brandenburg,
Nachtmann, and Mirkes suggested that a factorization-
breaking QCD vacuum may lead to a correlation between
the transverse spin of the antiquark in the pion and that of
the quark in the nucleon [12]. This would result in a non-
zero cos2� angular dependence consistent with the data.
As pointed out by Boer et al., a possible source for a
factorization-breaking QCD vacuum is helicity flip in the
instanton model [13]. Several authors have also considered
higher-twist effects from quark-antiquark binding in pions

[14,15], motivated by earlier work of Berger and Brodsky
[16]. This model predicts behavior of � and � in qualita-
tive agreement with the data. However, the model is strictly
applicable only in the x� ! 1 region while the NA10 and
E615 data exhibit nonperturbative effects over a much
broader kinematic region.

More recently, Boer pointed out [17] that the cos2�
angular dependences observed in NA10 and E615 could
be due to the kT-dependent parton distribution function h?1 .
This so-called Boer-Mulders function [18] is an example of
a novel type of kT-dependent parton distribution function,
and it characterizes the correlation of a quark’s transverse
spin and its transverse momentum kT in an unpolarized
nucleon. If such correlations are present for both quark and
antiquark, they may combine with the transverse spin
correlation characteristic of quark-antiqaurk annihilation
in QED to establish a preferred transverse momentum
direction producing the cos2� dependence. The Boer-
Mulders function has an interesting property of being a
naive time-reversal odd object and owes its existence to the
presence of initial or final state interactions [19]. The Boer-
Mulders function is the analog of the Collins fragmentation
function [20], which describes the correlation between the
transverse spin of a quark and the transverse momentum of
the particle into which it hadronizes. Model calculations
for the nucleon (pion) Boer-Mulders functions have been
carried out [21–24] in the framework of quark-diquark
(quark-spectator-antiquark) model, and can successfully
describe the � behavior observed in NA10 [24].

To shed additional light on the origins of the NA10 and
E615 Drell-Yan angular distributions, we have analyzed
p� d Drell-Yan angular distribution data at 800 GeV=c
from Fermilab E866. There are several physics motivations
for this study. First, there has been no report on the azimu-
thal angular distributions for proton-induced Drell-Yan
data—all measurements so far have been for polar angular
distributions [3,25]. Second, proton-induced Drell-Yan
data provide a stringent test of theoretical models. For
example, the cos2� dependence is expected to be much
reduced in proton-induced Drell-Yan data if the underlying
mechanism involves the Boer-Mulders functions. This is
due to the expectation that the Boer-Mulders functions are
small for the sea quarks [17]. However, if the QCD vacuum
effect [12] is the origin of the cos2� angular dependence,
then the azimuthal behavior of proton-induced Drell-Yan
data should be similar to that of pion-induced Drell-Yan
data. Third, the validity of the Lam-Tung relation has never
been tested for proton-induced Drell-Yan data, and the
present study provides a first test.

The Fermilab E866 experiment was performed using the
upgraded Meson-East magnetic pair spectrometer. Details
of the experimental setup have been described elsewhere
[26]. An 800 GeV=c primary proton beam with up to 2�
1012 protons per beam spill was incident upon one of three
identical 50.8 cm long cylindrical stainless steel target
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FIG. 1 (color online). Parameters �, �, �, and 2�� �1� �� vs
pT in the Collins-Soper frame. Open circles are for E866 p� d
at 800 GeV=c, crosses are for NA10 �� �W at 194 GeV=c,
and diamonds are E615 �� �W at 252 GeV=c. The error bars
include the statistical uncertainties only.
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Figure 1: Angular distribution moments of Exper-
iments NA10, E615, and E866. The pion induced
Drell-Yan experiments show very clear violation of
the Lam-Tung relation with E615 even showing a
nonzero µ-parameter. E866 results are consistent
with the Lam-Tung relation.

Fermilab Experiment 906/SeaQuest
(E906/SeaQuest) will complement E866/
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NuSea by extending measurements of observed
target anti-quark momentum fractions to those
unobtainable during the operation of the Teva-
tron. Using beam from the Fermilab Main
Injector, a high intensity proton accelerator at
120 GeV, on stationary liquid hydrogen targets
of hydrogen and deuterium it is expected that
SeaQuest will also produce at least an order of
magnitude more target Drell-Yan events over-
all, yielding dramatically increased sensitivity
in the medium and high-momentum fraction
regions.

2. The SeaQuest Spectrometer

The SeaQuest spectrometer is twenty-five
meters long and consists of a cycling stationary
target table with two different liquid hydrogen
species as well as three nuclear targets; a large
iron core focusing magnet, which also acts as a
beam dump and muon filter; a smaller air core
analysis magnet; and four measurement planes
arranged perpendicular to the beam axis. The
measurement planes are made of three major
types of measurement subsystems. One of the
three subsystems, the Photomultiplier Tube and
Scintillator Hodoscope combination, are repre-
sented at various sizes and spatial resolutions
on all four SeaQuest measurement planes and
are responsible for high resolution temporal
measurement with a response time on the order
of tens of nanoseconds. The Drifts Chambers
(DCs) are present on the first three measure-
ment planes and have spatial resolution around
200-300 micrometers. Finally, the fourth sta-
tion Proportional Tubes (PTs) (and the meter
thick solid iron wall directly preceding it), are
responsible for the identification of Muons, and
are analogous in operation to the DCs but with
fractional millimeter resolution. A model of
the spectrometer is shown in Figure 2 while its
effect in the Collins-Soper frame is shown in
Figure 3.
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Figure 2: The SeaQuest Spectrometer. In this pic-
ture beam enters from the left of the detector and ei-
ther interacts in the target or solid iron beam dump.

3. Angular Distributions Analysis

The ultimate goal of this analysis is to ex-
tract the various angular distribution parame-
ters: λ , µ , and ν with a fourth scaling param-
eter, κ , added for completeness and fitting pur-
poses, from the angular distribution of target
Drell-Yan dimuons in the Collins-Soper frame.
The Collins-Soper frame is more sensitive to
asymmetries in initial quark motion because
any excess transverse momentum present in the
virtual photon or dimuon pair is evenly dis-
tributed between the quark-antiquark pair. Cur-
rent progress of the analysis consists of sim-
ulated extractions of the ν-parameter through
the SeaQuest spectrometer and trigger but have
not been completed at the muon reconstruction
level.

3.1 Geometric Acceptance Corrections

An ab initio geometric analysis begins
with the intersection of a spherical conic cen-
tered on a beam axis and a plane perpendicular
to that beam axis. The dome can be thought of
as a surface through which some arbitrary unit
of flux representing any decay or productive in-
teraction process passes. It can be reasoned that
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Figure 3: The Spectrometer Acceptance. The acceptance of the detector introduces a mixing in the Collins-
Soper frame which stipulates extraction of angular moments in 2 dimensions.

even if the process in question does not have
an isotropic distribution over the surface of an
ellipsoid (like for instance, a fixed target Drell-
Yan process), its specific deformation in spher-
ical coordinates can be implemented as a co-
ordinate transformation and projected onto the
dome. The plane represents the spatial limit of
the detector.

If we assume that the initial frame of in-
teraction is the laboratory frame it should be
noted in distributions of φ where transverse
quark momentum is assumed to be zero, the
center-of-mass frame and Collins-Soper frame
are identical, indicating that when laboratory
θ is small (as it is for a fixed target experi-
ment in the forward direction) φ is mostly in-
dependent of boosts along the beam axis. With
this insight we can proceed with an analysis
of φ in any frame and apply it to all relevant
frames of this analysis. However, it should be
noted that Collins-Soper φ is not fixed with re-
spect to the lab frame but it is assumed (but not
shown) that because we use an isotropic func-
tion any idiosyncrasies caused by the geome-
try should be directly translated from the lab
through the center-of-mass frame and into the
Collins-Soper frame with minor differences.

Sin(θ)[1+λCos2(θ)]

Sin(θ)[1+λCos2(θ) + λ

5
Sin2(θ)]

Sin(θ)[1+λCos2(θ)+2λSin2(θ)]

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
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0.5
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Example θ Distribution

Figure 4: Collins-Soper θ theoretical Drell-Yan
distribution with possible spectrometer additions.
The black curve is the distribution predicted with
a +1 virtual photon polarization.

Both the ellipsoid and plane have simple
forms in a three dimensional Cartesian coordi-
nate system:

ax2 +by2 + cz2 = d2 (3.1)

ex+ f y+gz = h, (3.2)

which can be augmented such that the general-
ized plane becomes perpendicular to the beam
axis (i.e. e→ 0, f → 0). Converting to spher-
ical coordinates and plugging the equation for
a plane into the ellipsoid equation yields a gen-
eral equation for the intersection of the plane
and ellipsoid:

ρ sin2(θ)
[
acos2(φ)+bsin2(φ)

]
+(

ch2

g2 −d2
)
= 0.

(3.3)
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From here, the effect of the spectrometer ge-
ometry on Collins-Soper θ can be read off as a
sin2(θ) modulation.

For calculation of spectrometer effects in
Collins-Soper φ , a distance from the source of
the flux to the plane, r, must be established
and the physical limits of the plane must be
simulated. Given the Jacobian for the trans-
formation from Cartesian coordinates it can be
shown:

r = ρ cos(θ) =⇒ θ(ρ) = cos−1
(

r
ρ

)
. (3.4)

For the implementation of detector boundaries
in the perpendicular plane, a relation between
Collins-Soper θ and φ is used:

Θ(φ) = tan−1
(
(|acos(φ)+bsin(φ)|

+|acos(φ)−bsin(φ)|) 1
2 (r)−

1
2

)
.

(3.5)

where a and b are the same constants from the
original ellipsoid and plane equations. Rear-
ranging equation 3.4 and substituting it along
with equation 3.5 for a free θ parameter in
equation 3.3 gives the general φ equation:

(|acos(φ)+bsin(φ)|+ |acos(φ)−bsin(φ)|)

[acos2(φ)+bsin2(φ)]+(
ch2

g2 −d2) = 0.

(3.6)

The constants a and b can be varied to capture
the effects of specific plane lengths or various
other changes in the overall acceptance in φ .

The final piece of this analysis concerns
simulation of the effects of the SeaQuest fo-
cusing magnet in the lab frame. Referring
again to the Jacobian of the spherical coor-
dinate system with reference to the Cartesian
coordinate system (ie x = ρ sin(θ)cos(φ) and
y = ρ sin(θ)sin(φ)) the general effect of the
magnet can be simulated by adjusting the val-
ues of a and b relative to each other. Setting
a < b represents a shrinking of the acceptance

in the x-direction and the appearance of a func-
tion very similar to sin(φ)2.

1+νCos(2ϕ)

1+νCos2(2ϕ)+ ν

2
Sin2(ϕ)

1+νCos2(2ϕ)+νSin2(ϕ)

1+νCos2(2ϕ)+2νSin2(ϕ)

1 2 3 4 5 6
ϕ

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

Units

Example ϕ Distribution

Figure 5: Collins-Soper φ theoretical Drell-Yan
distribution with the addition of spectrometer ef-
fects, including the effect of the focusing magnet.

3.2 Trigger Acceptance Corrections

The experimental trigger is based on
the quick response time of the hodoscopes
and consists of cascading chains of various
Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) for
dimuon events and Nuclear Instrumentation
Modules (NIMs) for diagnostic, random, and
“minimum-bias” like event selection. In or-
der to limit the background dominated event
rate to below the 3× 104 event limit decided
by the read out time of the DCs and PTs, a
Level 1 trigger consisting of combinations of
hodoscope elements from each station, individ-
ually known as a “Trigger Road” has been im-
plemented, with a Level 2 trigger consisting of
a pair of these roads from the top and bottom
halves of the detector.

To test both levels of the trigger for effi-
cacy in detecting possible angular modulations,
custom Monte Carlo was generated with vary-
ing magnitudes of the ν-modulation and ex-
tracted. Trigger corrections in Collins-Soper θ

and φ as well as extraction results in Collins-
Soper φ are shown in Figure 6. Three of the
five extractions are within 1σ of the artificially
generated value while the remaining two with
the largest magnitudes are within 2σ of the
generated value.
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Figure 6: Trigger acceptance corrections and extractions. The graph on the left is the Drell-Yan distribution
in Collins-Soper θ and φ with corrections applied. The graph on the right shows the generated distributions
after acceptance corrections in φ . The details of each extraction are color coded to the extraction in the graph
above.
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